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Opinion
Clothing pressure as an index of clothing comfort has been
well studied. The pressure applied by clothing has advantages
and disadvantages [1]. Compression wear has become popular
for controlling body shape and for reducing swelling in daily life.
Moderate pressure is needed to achieve a beautiful silhouette while
excessive pressure has adverse effects [2]. According to Kikufuji et
al. [3] menstrual cycles were significantly delayed by 14 days when
participants wore a tight foundation layer of clothing compared
with when they wore no foundation layer [3]. Meanwhile, Sugimoto
reported an increase in urinary noradrenaline excretion when
participants wore a girdle. It is possible that the pressure may
cause the alternation of the autonomic nervous system [4]. It is
therefore important to pay careful attention to the level, duration
and frequency of pressure being applied to a particular body part
[5]. Among body parts, the legs are most insensitive to pressure
and commercial compression ware products that reduce swelling
of the legs [6] are widely available [7]. Meanwhile the abdomen
was sensitive for the clothing pressure compared with legs.
The skin is not equally sensitive all over the body, because the
mechanoreceptors are not equally dense all over the body [8].
Perhaps, the body surface of abdomen will have mechanoreceptors
more than the legs. The abdomen is a body part requiring very
careful attention for pressure. However, the abdomen becomes the
body part where a good effect is provided if moderate pressure
can be realized. When the abdomen was supported by moderate
pressure, an example of body fat consumption (BFC) was described
as follows. At first BFC by aerobic exercise was examined without
clothing pressure as possible.

Discussion

Aerobic exercise without clothing pressure
Physical exercise is important for limiting fat mass and
preventing obesity [9,10]. Aerobic exercise after breakfast is
effective in helping to maintain BFC. Study subjects were 18 young
Japanese women who did not exercise regularly. They then engaged
in 30min of aerobic exercise with loads that were equivalent to 25%,

40%, 55%, 70%, and 25% of the maximum heart rate in sequential
6-minute intervals. Respiratory metabolism and heart rate were
measured with a bicycle ergo meter. The amount of energy, lipid,
and carbohydrate consumed were calculated from respiratory
quotients. Energy/carbohydrate consumptions and relative heart
rates increased signiﬁcant compared with the resting control,
which increased linearly as exercise load increased. Conversely, no
signiﬁcant differences were found in BFC across exercise stages.
These results showed that the effect of increasing BFC was not
obtained, even if the intensity of exercise was increased. Thus, it
was not necessary to increase the exercise load to burn BFC with
aerobic exercise. Using path analysis, we found that it is necessary
to prevent relative heart rate and carbohydrate consumption
increases to create an increase in BFC with adequate oxygen intake
during exercise. Our ﬁndings show that aerobic exercise at a level
to increase relative heart rate 20%-30% was effective in reducing
body fat in women who do not exercise regularly [11].

Aerobic exercise with three support pants

Support pants: Furthermore the effects of wearing support
pants were confirmed. The exercise program given subjects was the
same method described previously. Twenty-one young Japanese
women completed aerobic exercise sessions while wearing each
of four types of support pants. Subjects worn the same shortsleeved 100% cotton t-shirt and one of the following: 100%
polyester running pants (A), basic compression pants with 8.9
Tex (80D) yarn (B), 8.9 Tex (80D) yarn pants designed to provide
partial compression (C), 12.2 Tex (110D) yarn pants with the same
design as C (D). Pants A provided almost no compression, pants B
supported the lower abdomen and thighs uniformly, and pants C and
D provided varying amounts of partial compression, particularly
over the lower abdomen and medial thigh [5]. The basic knitting
structure of these compression pants were single-rib stitches. The
tensile force and strain were measured using by KES (FB1-AUTOA,
Kato Tech, Kyoto, Japan) under the following condition; Speed:
0.2mm/s, Chuck: 5.0cm, Maximum load: 50gf/cm. The compression
pants were easy to be stretched out to the wale direction in order
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to Pants B,C,D and more hysteresis was observed. From this, the
knitting structure in Pants B was easy to lengthen, but is hard to
return. On the other hand, Pants D was hard to lengthen, and was
easy to return. The clothing pressures (CP) of pants B,C and D
were measured by the hydrostatic pressure-balance method [12].
The 33 CP measurement sites, which were all on the right side of
the body were measured each subject. The mean ± SD of CPs were
3.7±2.8hPa in B, 4.9±3.4hPa in C, 6.2±3.9hPa in D. Each subject’s
perception of pressure while wearing the experimental pants was
examined by questionnaire using a visual analogue scale [13]. Pants
B were evaluated as feeling like “a perfect fit”, while pants C and D
were evaluated as “slightly tight” and “tight feeling”, respectively.

BFC during aerobic exercise wearing support pants: Total
BFC during aerobic exercise was 16 times greater than at rest.
Partial compression garments (C,D) helped reduce body fat more
efficiently than either non-compression (A) or constant compression
garments (B). Our findings revealed that partial compression
garments (pants C and D) enhanced exercise-associated reductions
in body girth and fat more efficiently than non-compression (pants
A) or constant compression (pants B) garments (1.5 times greater).
In particular pants C, which were designed with belt-shaped
elasticized tapes running from the medial thighs to the buttocks
with their muscular fiber, enhanced BFC even without exercise
(1.4 times greater than pants A/B). Thus, wearing this type of
partial compression pant both during exercise and during general
daily activities may be an easily achieved strategy for obesity
prevention [14]. A pressurization wear should be support wear not
compression wear in daily life.

Conclusion

The pressure applied by clothing has advantages and
disadvantages. It is therefore important to pay careful attention
to the level, duration and frequency of pressure being applied to
a particular body part. The abdomen was sensitive for the clothing
pressure compared with legs. However the abdomen is supported
by moderate pressure, the increasing lipid consumption was
describe. Total BFC during aerobic exercise was 16 times greater
than at rest. Furthermore, the lipid consumption with wearing
partial compression pants was increased 1.5 times than with
wearing no compression/constant pressure pants. A pressurization
wear should be support wear not compression wear in daily life.
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